
The hotel business is one of the most competitive sectors, where profit margins are continuously
under pressure. It is essential for everything to run smoothly both to preserve margins and
to maintain a reputation for comfort, efficiency and value. The more people enjoy being on the
premises, the more they will want to use the facilities – bars, meeting rooms, conference venues,
business and fitness centres. These valuable sources of added revenue are all dependent on
a reliable electrical power supply. Hence an interruption can, at a stroke, put all that and your
annual profitability at risk.

The European Power Quality (PQ) Survey reveals that the electrical systems of many hotels
are not adequately designed to avoid such disastrous power interruptions. These may well
“only” account for approximately 1 per cent of turnover, but that can be over 30% of a hotel’s
net profit. 

The losses impact several business areas

Voltage dips and power interruptions of less than a second can cause booking and reservation
system failure. This results directly in loss of clientele and damages the hotel’s reputation. 

The consequences of longer power interruptions are even worse:
f A longer break down of the booking system: what kind of nightmare is it if you are unable

to let potential clients know whether you have rooms available? They will go to your com-
petitors. If clients have to wait before they can check out, they might miss their train, plane
or meeting and blame you for this.

f Clients without electricity: clients have no light in their rooms, are not able to send or
receive e-mails, they cannot even shave. And what would be their reaction when the
electrically operated door locks prevent them from entering their rooms?

f Security system out of service: a failing security system puts your client’s possessions at
risk of being stolen. Where valuables are stolen in these circumstances, clients hold the
hotel responsible.

f Bar and restaurant idle: without electricity, your bar and restaurant become idle. A short
interruption will put off those clients who want to eat or drink something “now”. A longer
breakdown both loses client business revenues and incurs extra losses from staff down
time as well as losses of perishable goods.

f Cancellation of meetings, receptions, conferences: events are not possible without electri-
city. Power breakdowns result in destroying repeat business, and cause event organisers to
locate their next congress elsewhere. Loss of revenue and of reputation is the consequence.

In many hotel businesses – small hotels and large hotel chains alike – the risk of power
interruptions is not adequately assessed and insufficient counter measures are taken to
ensure reliably continuous power supply. 

European Power Quality Survey

HOTEL SECTOR

Power interruptions are often 
disastrous for the hotel sector
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Power 
interruptions 

can halt a hotel’s 
business at a 

stroke – risking 
profitability and

straining 
client loyalty 

to the limits
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Suffering from loss of revenue and reputation
A hotel chain with 19 sites experienced a series of power supply interruptions. Each time
the lights went out, service could no longer be provided in the bar, the restaurant or el-
sewhere, resulting in irretrievably lost revenues. The power interruptions also resulted
in some clients deciding to leave early and find a room elsewhere. In one case, the whole
booking and invoicing system as well as the security system broke down. The company es-
timated the total loss of direct revenues to be € 1 million annually. The loss of business due
to clients being unable to book, leaving early, or not coming at all, will no doubt amount
to an even higher figure. It took this group a considerable time to rebuild its reputation
among those clients who experienced this event.

Calamity avoided
A five star hotel in the region of Brussels suffered from a sudden power outage one sum-
mer in the middle of the night. This medium sized hotel – 122 rooms, 22 conference rooms,
an event room of 1000 m2, fitness centre, restaurant and two bars – has a 24/24 hour ser-
vice contract with its electricity supplier. Thanks to that, the problem was solved within a
reasonable timeframe and a reception for 750 people that was scheduled the next day
went ahead smoothly. Imagine what might have happened if the hotel had not had the
service contract in place. 

Profitable investment opportunities

The hotel sector suffers unnecessary financial losses caused by their own electrical
power systems that often cannot cope with a variable electric power supply. 
ECI’s PQ Survey has identified extensive losses of revenues and reputation due to
poor electric power supply in this sector. It has demonstrated that the solutions 
in the main cost less than the financial losses they resolve. 

Do you know what PQ is costing your organisation?

Your engineering management can contact us at http://contact.leonardo-energy.org
to find out how the issues raised here may be affecting your company.

The cost of 
the solution – 

an adequate 
electric power 

installation – 
is often less than 
the annual losses 

due to PQ

Understanding the problems 
– designing the solutions

ECI’s PQ Survey demonstrates that 
the majority of the PQ problems faced
by the hotel sector could be avoided 
by a more adequate design of the 
hotels’ own electrical installations. 
The solutions therefore lie very much 
in the business’ own hands. Electrical
design engineers involved in this 
survey recommend a holistic approach
to review all the issues at hand, 
based on three operational pillars:
f Correct measurement, to assess the

full impact of power interruptions
events and why they are happening;
for example by a continuous Power
Quality monitor at the central 
technical control board of the hotel 

f Appropriate design for the electric
installations, beyond the prevailing
standards as required to ensure 
system reliability and resilience

f Considered investment justified by
assessing system renovation cost 
set against the accumulated losses.
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